THE DEFUNCT CHINESE MODEL
Reality or Perfidy Launched
by the DC Ruling Elite?
The Holy Roman Empire is neither Holy, nor Roman, nor an Empire.*
-Voltaire

THERE is no moral reason for Washington to be anti-Chinese, especially in this presidential campaign, by the two hopefuls – incumbent Obama and the obvious winner
Romney - when the contained and isolated Red China enforced by the same elite for
most of the half-a-century long period of the Cold War, that same sanctioned nation,
which had managed to put its foot down on American expansion in Indochina, successfully may I underscore, in the shameful final defeat of Yankee Imperialism in the 1961 75 period is now financing American adventurism abroad.
Seriously, now, let’s be reminded, that it was the same communist China, which saved
the excesses of American capitalism by loaning to it the incredible, history’s first such
sum of money, $17 trillion Dollars, which is now of common knowledge, and who knows
how much more the moribund Jeffersonian elitist democracy, spent in the name of the
Free World, begged, borrowed and bombed into compliance, while bankrupting its
national treasury without an iota of remorse vis-à-vis its tax paying and funding public,
including the humongous loans from the ‘avowed’ enemy of the United States, the
communist Peoples Republic of China?!
The once trusted prowess of American scholarship and marketing success is now past
tense. “Poof goes the weasel”: the Roman model of empire-building in the 21st century of
American pointless posturing fizzled out in the 2,008 financial meltdown, the worldwide
financial disaster caused mainly by our wayward, deviant, and aggressive ruling elite…
In the Age of the progressive 21st century of modern man, we the observers claim: clear
across the international meridians, the world has CHANGED, the groundswell of opposition emerging against the aggressive American foreign policy, including the killing fields
prosecuted for profit, i.e. that kind of abnormal behavior will no longer be tolerated! This
_____________________________________________________
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Definition of 'Debenture' (see application, p. 2, below)…
A type of debt instrument that is not secured by physical asset or collateral is never bonified unless
you can enforce it! Debentures are backed only by the general credit worthiness and reputation of the
issuer… Both corporations and governments frequently issue this type of bond in order to secure capital…
How-ever, like other types of bonds, debentures are documented as a government-issued Treasury bonds (T-bond) or
Treasury bill (T-bill). T-bonds and T-bills are regularly considered risk free because governments, at worst, can print
off more money or raise taxes and pay these types of debts. Remember, debentures are documented in an indenture
trusteeship, which between large states in the transaction becomes difficult to manage. In this case, of course, no one
expected the United States Treasury to default as it did with China, not even the bureaucratic financiers who failed to
see the overall failure within the system, precipitated by the inability of the American military to capture the crucial
petroleum resources in two separate Gulf wars 1991 and 2003.
There was no professional advice, for example, to introduce the Indexing system in the American economy in trouble,
which the clever Jewish economists have used to finance their economy as right-offs, faced with the wholesale immigration of Diaspora Jews, propped up by foreign donations, including the American treasury… Hence, we know how
that sort of mechanism works, and how one Mormon will not continue the handouts, even though he proclaims his
allegiance to the Jewish state in the Middle East. As far as I’m concerned no problem in the altruistic sense, when the
God we pray to is a Hebrew, so… However, most of us keen observers know the mechanics of nation-state survival, so
I don’t buy those arguments and, surely by the end of next spring, neither will Mr. Romney, who as the Chief executive
is faced with an empty treasury! The Jewish state will have to depend then, for a change, on financial support from the
Christian European Union, in its face-off with the neighboring Arab World, at the moment on warpath with the United
Stated of America.
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Next White House mandate has to wipe it out, the ‘militaristic’ cavalcade of conquest,
since our national security off-shore activity will be constrained by the 3-12 mile offshore
limit required by the Law of the Sea.
Let us remind ourselves, it was the same well-informed and professional American elite,
which had been keeping a finger in the Chinese dyke of success, because Washington
is in debt up to its ears to the Red Chinese, some $17 trillion dollars, first such megadebentures ever issued in the history of man, which will never be paid!
As a result, even if the Chinese could enforce it, if America had given concrete ‘collatereal’ such as direct access to gold bullion, platinum, and other precious metals reserves,
real estate deeds of trust or transoceanic shiploads of grain guarantees, it has not done
so to date. But if so it becomes logistically very unlikely for that kind of a gravy-train to
ever cross the Pacific, plus the ingrained deviance aloft or because of it, i.e. on the onehand legitimizing the lender then trying to screw it, to put it graphically.
Therefore, it could hardly be collected without successful warfare, classical conquest,
and occupation of the country - USofA -, which is an impossibility, if for no other reason
than the nuclear stockpiles gracing the US military depots, if not active silos with live
warheads in-waiting…
Hence, WHY the astute Chinese risk involved?
Obviously, it’s the same American scholarship and bureaucratic elite, which has kept a
safety option, a finger in the dyke intact, the promotional fraud it has turned out to be, i.e.
the lid on the Chinese unstable financial and economic dike allowing the financial myth
of economic success to proliferate, with all those floating accolades providing the commonist nation with legitimacy, commercial profile and unprecedented business volume,
hence authority; the Oriental nation for all practical purposes donating the $17 trillion in
loaned dollars, as it is earned in commercial profits in USA? For an youthful Iowa football
player (yours truly), it’s the typical Statue of Liberty football sneak attack coming from the
back, the Chinks making profit in the process by monopolizing worldwide markets with
its obvious kitsch production, bamboozling even the astute German buyer of commercial
goods. The European Union is the Chinese number one client buying everything under
the sun, even the kitchen sink, the household appliances.
Perhaps it’s a small price to pay for the overall success of its national trade and commerce turnover profits. The American humongous debt was the first debentures made of
that kind in the history of civilization, which for one (a) spoke of the indebted country’s
demise, and secondly (b) thereby the unprecedented standing and profile gained of the
communist nation enhancement in the Commonwealth of Nations. The Hollywood film
industry in reverse admitting how the elite is cuckoo clichéd in the film, “One Over the
Cookoo Nest,” a ft. note which Jack Nicholson, the film actor, might appreciate joining
the pivotal political annals of current history criticism of the national ruling elite. While
Thomas Hobbes must be turning over in his grave: can you hear the whistle blowing, the
ground rumbling in the groundswell of planetary opposition I have often written and
talked about, indeed, stampeding under our very own unstable feet, even if we don’t feel
it, but it’s only a matter of time and money, I assure you!
Consequently, with that kind of a profile and economic windfall did for China, including
the entry a decade ago in the World Trade Organization (WTO), of course, initiated by
us, the USofA, for our ends and means; the worldwide commerce turned to the Chinese
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nation, finally legitimizing it, because of Washington’s indebtedness to the Chinese
banks; first such debentures ever issued in that sum in the history of civilization, which
will never be repaid to China, the ‘island’ nation (metaphorically speaking) in view of the
obvious lack of raw materials resources, mainly secured from its Big Brother up North,
now democratic Russia, no longer ideologically on the same line.
Recent books have been written, how the “dragon” nation is an economic island inside
the Chinese landmass with burgeoning and already bulging demography, barren of rawmaterials resources, the ongoing success based on wholesale Russian raw material
exports: the dragon nation regurgitating now over 100 railroad compositions of up to 200
cars per train, crossing the common Siberian-Chinese frontier every single day of the
year. In other words, the economic progress and standard of living gained may not be
the profiled success as much as an imminent drastic decline to be faced by that nation,
with the already declining global markets, purchasing Chinese products with the success
2
bubble about to burst, as the NEWSWEEK authoritative analysis claims.
Moreover, because democratic Russia has no interest in supporting the Red Chinese
communist foe pretending on its Siberian territories. Once the Russian investors recover
their 2008 losses on Wall Street and other dependent stock exchanges, the gravy-train
shipments will stop running south, cutting off the crucial raw materials landslide, which
can be sold as finished or semi-finished products at home and abroad, employing the
national labor force disaffected by the same malady of that global financial crash.
With the Chinese economic progress in vogue and standard of living abruptly rising,
attempting to deliver to its massive population life-styles of socialist progress once promised to its works force by Marxist ideology, which is now based on (1) import of ‘cheap’
Russian raw materials, and (2) exports to the West and world at large, especially EU and
USA (the latter already a bankrupt buyer, because of the humongous national debt,
please note – financed by the same Red Chinese communists), with the buying power of
worldwide markets sharply falling, the communist nation now facing an unprecedented
decline and (perhaps undiplomatic to say it): returning to the proletarian way of communal life, to be sure, befuddled by Plato’s Cave reality, in this case the return to poverty
instead of the astronomical rise to power by the raw-materials poor nation with a bulging
demography approaching 1.5 billion people.
How to reconcile the burgeoning loans claim with USA?
The next Chinese President Xi Jianping who, interestingly enough recently personally
visited Iowa (my homeland) and placed his finger on grain and other food-chain, Califonia high-tech firms and failing banks on the West Coast. But there’s no security in tow…
The forthcoming administration will not honor the previous debts (following the Latino
nation-state of Ecuador’s recent presidential example of no responsibility for previous
regimes indebtedness). However, a different restitution in part can be initiated by the
new Chief Executive at 1776 Pennsylvania Ave. No long-range arrangements will be
honored, but for an honest rewrite of the wrongs committed by Mr. Romney’s predecessors, irrespective of party affiliation, he subscribes to making a ‘discounted’ accommodation with the declining Chinese commercial empire, thereby starting with a clean slate
under his astute Cabinet reforming the American government and wayward bureaucracy
abusing the public coffers in financing the military-industrial complex voracious appetite
for commercial turnover.
________________________________
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The End of the Chinese Miracle, NEWSWEEK, July 16, 2012, pp. 41-45.
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Besides, in due course China shall disintegrate in perhaps as many as 10-12 separate
nation-states (including, the release of the illegally colonized sovereign nation-state of
Tibet) or maybe even now, under Romney’s mandate, sparked by the very same Tibet,
the domino effect encompassing all of China?… By the way, a fate which also faces very
disparate India of old, the famous commercial and trading empire destroyed by the
dastardly British imperialism over a host of centuries of colonization and illegal rape of
material and human resources. I don’t underscore that lightly, how the British empirebuilders destroyed a very progressive commercially empowered India, at the time a loss
for its Asian neighbors to be sure, financially exploited nation lost its export arm succumbed to the conqueror’s norms and values and capitalistic needs, the illegal rape it was
centuries on end.
Just one concrete example, India has 40 different language groups, English the linguistic
functional glue, which administers the nation-at large. India too, shall dissolve in perhaps
a dozen nation-states; while our USofA will break up in at least 4-6 nation-states, including very possibly city-states such as NYC, Chicago, San Francisco and LA…Of course,
the far West (North and South California) and the Deep South of Ol’ Dixie will become
separate and commercially powerful nation-states, as the Lone Star of Texas once envisaged. Let me remind you, the arising new commonwealth of nations of local functional
autonomy, comprised by smaller nation-states shall be the rule of organizational law, i.e.
no more imperial nation-states, the mega-monsters and their deviant ruling elites overpowering normal human progress adversely affecting the Human Condition!
How aware are the Chinese bankers of this forecasted eventuality with the inescapable
dismantling of the American foreign empire, pall-mall continuing with the relationship and
funding of the American system in decline? Frankly, I’m not sure anymore, but in spite of
their occasional discomfort, there seems to be no end to the ongoing financing of American purchases in China on the same credit line.
Of course, there’s an insoluble Einstein fudge factor in the formula: The emerging America under Romney, cannot renege or write-off in full such large sums of cash, but for a
portion of the principal, negotiated, proving to the plebiscite and the worldwide public at
large that the President’s mission goes beyond past loans and other transgressions
committed by previous American ‘inverted totalitarian’ regimes; hence, a consensus
shall be reached to minimize the debt and improve the ability for the hereto powerful-now in steep decline--Oriental nation to progress in step with the times, in order to keep
peace within the new emerging commonwealth of nations, where America divorced of
empire will be just another nation and no longer the aggressive, belligerent and selfappointed policeman of the world; the hereto vicious empire-builder existing under strict
reform, encased within the limits and behavioral norms imposed by the new world order,
emerging as we write these lines just weeks away from the crucial presidential election.
In the meantime the ongoing debate, between Obama and Romney, including below the
belt uncouth and unbecoming “punches” by VIP statesmen are unacceptable, neither
one really knowing what they are talking about vis-à-vis China--their research staffs like
the rest of the declining American sociopolitical scene - being deaf & dumb about geopolitics, with globalization having taken the final 'hunk' out of the establishment's vitriolic
sail of success and failure, in domestic and foreign policy, i.e. the unprecedented aggression since the German militarism of WW-II, trying to take the world by force, warfare,
conflict, severe sanctions imposed on the weak and meek of this world and outright rape
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of the victimized countries, and you name it—that illegal cavalcade is almost over, which
might be the best ft. note yet on privatized and enforced globalization-amiss!
The American-British foreign affairs policies and hegemonistic intentions to lead and
dominate the world at large are out of step with the times, not just the belligerent WW-I
and WW-II German warfare, but an American retake in the second half of that terrible
century, during the Cold War, pressuring into docility and dominance the 20th century
basically civilized Man!
Honest to God, it’s incredible to think of it much less to see our American attempt to
repeat the same mistakes in the beginning of the 21st century, when high-tech in communications has made it all so transparent--all those games dished out on a platter for
the entire world to see. The 2008 financial meltdown caused by US Government in its
failed fiscal policy, precipitating the finale of the American insane and stupid conflict &
resolution foreign policy, the unleashed cavalcade to conduct war for profit right before
our very eyes, including the Cold War debacle. It was an American shameful act served
to the war-torn Russia, despite its tra-la-la communist ideology accolades, which was
just that – hot air – concocted by the American Charge d’ Affairs in Moscow, George F.
Kennan’s fateful 8,000-word telegram to Washington’s State Department, sent on February 22,1946, which he later reneged; but, for the immediate coup de grace by the British
Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, who used it to launch his decisive Iron Curtain cliché
and Containment Doctrine (cordon sanitaire), approved by our Government, encasing
the Soviet Union within its borders, in time encircling the country with 180 NATO military
bases. The vicious offensive was verbally unleashed from the speaker’s podium of the
mickey-mouse rural college campus of the Westminister College, Fulton, Missouri, de
facto launching the Cold War, March 5, 1946, just two weeks later after Kennan’s
verbose telegram. The British PM and Admiral of the Royal Navy, hurriedly privately
visited Harry S. Truman, the US President, at his home in Independence, to consult over
the telegram and to send a final notice to Stalin, canceling the wartime alliance.
To the contrary, Truman had actually personally planned worldwide peace in the postwar
period. But the No. One representative of the imperial Mother Lode – England, overruled
the Missouri congressman, who had been Franking Roosevelt’s VP and then President
of USA. He was not a warmonger until the Gothic ruling elite steam-rolled over the
Midwestern democrat.
So Who can have any confidence anymore in another aggressive Germanic race’s drive
to take over the planetary meridians by hook & crook? Exactly what I wrote about from
my experience in the field during the Cold War and later observations made through the
transparent lens and sounds of the progressive 21st century (See, the Cold War trilogy
Copyright©2005, for sale on my site: www.profpaulcutter.com).
Therefrom, the CENSURE not just mine, but by many other overt critics, with the world
at large, the groundswell I often speak of already upon us: (1) fist in the 2008 devastating financial meltdown, I predicted back in 1982, for the pivotal year 2008; and
secondly (2), for the groundswell worldwide development, the opposition just under way
now gathering momentum around the planetary meridians, coming to a finale during the
mandate of GOP’s Mr. Romney, as he takes over the American helm of power, January
20, 20013; literally burying the “hook & crook” dominance politics, the insane foreign
policy, and deviant behavior of the hereto national 'ruling elite'. (See, my 4th doctrine Stonewalling, also on my site, including the Multiple World concept, on the same site).
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Perhaps the reader realizes, how much some of us tested forecasters know about what
is coming up in geopolitics, aborting the American globalization policy conducted by our
primitive, barbarian Germanic/Oriental origin ruling elite ever since 1945; arriving on the
continent in AD9 (just over two millennia ago)…Despite its White cosmetics, gained over
the last two millennia by forcefully mixing with the White race of man on the slippery
banks of the Danube, Rhine, Rhone, Seine and Thames rivers they have amply demonstarted their barbarian wherewithal in the Cold War and the short period since then,
imagine, making war on Islam, millennial conflict which they lost 800 years ago in the
final crusades of the Holy Land; the Arabs of Saladin's day packing them off back to the
continent. Then came the Islamists of the marauding Ottoman Turks, provoked by the
Crusades, launching the fateful conquest practically subjugating half of civilized Europe,
for five long centuries, an expensive price paid by, for the even then civilized continental
Europe.
Now the same Oriental barbarian, the UK-USA Goth, west of the La Manche Channel is
fighting another War with the same Islam, evidently historical lessons unlearned… But
those who forget the lessons of history are condemned to repeat their mistakes and pay
the price of the pivotal reform in the upcoming presidency of the American Mormon, if
the relatively intelligent man has enough sense, especially courage--which the Black
Obama didn’t have--to take it all in stride and dismantle the American foreign empire
without a deserving cannonade being fired at us from every possible direction. Our ruling
elite has not only abused the foreign meridians of relatively socialized global society at
large but they have pauperized and bamboozled our own domestic plebiscite, driving it
into apathy, lethargy and poverty; seemingly without respite in sight unless this motiveted Christian can take the wayward ruling elite to task and send them packing to the
Midwest to grow corn, soybeans, oats and hay, thereby meeting their responsibility to
the hungry yellow race children of the Dragon - Red China - to which they owe their very
pants to the skin, before the boat people arrive on the American shores East and West,
North and South to collect what is theirs – the $17 trillion dollars in hard cash loans.
Also, let us think for a moment of the destroyed Vietnam and Cambodia and Korea, and
now Iraq and Afghanistan, and good many other places perforated by the high-tech conspiracy from space, once promoted by our American life styles of denim jeans and rock
music and hamburger and the rest of the instruments of conquest prosecuted by our
ruling elite for their goals of hegemony, globalization, integration and finally high-tech
warfare from polar obit platforms (NSA facility, Menwith Hill, UK) snooping into our corporate boardrooms, bedrooms, sexual habits and family life in general!
Don't you think these charges are sufficient for the growing anti-American groundswell
I have been talking and writing about for decades on end, now coming to a head in this
final stage of sociopolitical CHANGE? It can come and go peacefully or, if the idiots in
Washington and London think they can continue with serving the world "more of the
same," then let it be by force; including the prospects of a demographic eclipse by the
boat people arriving en masse from the Pacific at the Golden Gate or even the Brooklyn
Bridge, the landlubbers from Latin America crossing the proverbial Rio Grand River of
Sam Houston’s fame or the Alamo tragedy (in which he did not participate), a hero of my
boyhood days on the family farmstead in Midwestern Iowa.
Although the 65 million stateside Hispanics can arise to the occasion as well, please
copy: joined by its Caucasian brethren, the American beleaguered plebiscite...That's the
finalé and the voice from the desert from us observes, now joined it seems from very
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many different global quarters of races and creeds and material profile, still more or less
peaceful… But the line drawn is straw-thin between the peaceful approach and the
anger of the mobile vulgus, the enraged public, once seriously feared for centuries by
the powerful Roman Empire; yet robust enough to make the geopolitical difference…No
doubt, this well-meant warning is still falling on deaf ears, the historical lessons (un)learned by the empire-builders of modern day America and its Mother Lode – England;
neither one an empire anymore, but for the ongoing prosecution of perfidy Gothic style by force: warfare, mayhem and killing fields, shamelessly conducted for profit and dominance, which has all the earmarks of classical imperialism, imagine, in the 21st century of
Modern Man?!
Finally, the finale is very simple, if the elite refuses to give up the ship of usurped political
power, the Devil’s Island in Tasmania or even Madagascar vistas are in store for them,
where the aggressive elite can at least earn their penal keep, for America had become a
Penal Landscape, cleverly enforced by them, the elite and its Overlords, the H2O (Higher
Powers Hierarchy), the Shadow Government, at least since the start of the Cold War.
The choice is up to them now; if they speak English or is it the Tataro-Mongolian ‘guttural’ tongue of their roots, spoken when they arrived on the continent two millennia ago,
which is akin to Middle-English, tsk? tsk! Continental acculturation failed to erase the
barbarian streak, the thirst for blood & guts training of the corps, allowing the militaryindustrial complex appetite for turnover to cripple the otherwise normal and progressive
society; the dominance drive for worldwide domination bankrupted the national treasury,
and the innocent domestic population along with it!
China’s Model: Because of communist ideology, it was an ally of the Russian communist monolith; it became an enemy of the U.S., protecting its sphere of influence in Indochina and the Korean Peninsula. Ironically, China the arch enemy is now the saving
grace of our foreign adventurism, its mega-loans financing our foreign empire. As the
recent Chairman of the General Staff, Admiral Mike Mullins, said: “Why borrow more
money from China, we’re already defeated…All it has to do is to cancel our loans…”
How the new Chinese leadership will treat the United States in the near future is an open
question. Staying the course in feeding capitalism with such ambitious loans is a practical impossibility; the central banks can no longer afford it, especially with the bankrupt
partner in the Americas.
The Chinese miracle never was but for the American ability to promote its success to
garnish the necessary funds, playing up the human folly of greatness, which Peking only
used to promote its legitimacy and opening to Chinese goods of the crucial continental
and other foreign commercial markets. The risk taken in repayment of American loans
was probably configured in the write-off cost of the profits made. However, its political
future is faced with internal discontent and disintegration of the empire, which analytically is a foregone conclusion, the country surely going pluralistic, getting rid of the inefficient single party system, which has monopolized not only social progress but the
capital profits earned, surely in the decision-making process of national economic
planning and investments. The 50-million strong communist party is an anachronism,
which even the docile, communal mentality of the still agrarian Oriental society will no
longer tolerate. Honestly, I think the perfidious financial planners in DC had it in mind,
Chinese imminent decline, realizing how they will never have to repay the debt!
Whither America? The in-grained aggression and latency in behavioral upmanship,
competition and conflict in the American character, the adverse genetic mood of the
elite, seemingly an impossible impasse—it all comes from the origin of the breed, the
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ancient flatlands of the Oriental River Ganges, where the pressure of the population
allowed the strongest to outlive the odds, human pressure, food-chain and the elemenets, hence the Darwinian selection pinch in the loin, producing the most fit to prevail
over the impossible congestion of the Asian environment; finally jumping on the Mongolian pony on the fateful Eurasian trek West—rape, mayhem and thirst to kill making the
Goth the predator he is to this very day…
Unfortunately it’s all true, continental ‘acculturation’ failed, however, despite the vicious
lot’s contribution to WesternCiv culture, science & technology, still the malady is there,
latent Gothic aggression, love of oppression and empire rule, against all odds struggle of
one man over another, hegemony replete!
Therefrom, the extant barbarian drive to make war and conquest in our times, the blood
& guts taught at the UK-USA military academies, including the Tinsel Town’s virtual
reality films and Rambo heroes, which have helped to create all this mayhem and killing
fields promoted by Hollywood as freedom of speech in art & letters and marketing philosophy of open-ended markets, private property rights, private capital and elitist rule over
society—the democracy per se a blatant prevarication... Consequently, all those all-tooclever institutions infected with perfidy, competition and aggression, the powerful military, characterizing the American totalitarian right to rule and right to the self-assumed
leadership of planetary meridians!
But civil society at large, somehow prevailed over the two millennia and their pressure
for leadership, the persistent positioning and conflict, since the breed arrived on the
continent, it seems now in this pivotal election, the public is ready Stateside and
worldwide to finally win over the belligerents, yes, even against all odds.
Surely in due course the arrival of the arising final civil Nirvana of this planetary Hominid,
which has already come of age but for the now targeted breed, whose ability to make
war is about to be censured for all times to come, creating the conditions for the spacefaring futuristic society of Man, which is out destiny.
Remember my recent parting shot, this (in)famous sentence: “The historical paradox of
war and peace is to be resolved in the sense that the impossible would not have been
proposed for belief unless it was true!” You don’t have to believe it, especially the
powers that be, but the planetary geopolitical future will begin a new legal and functional
framework--if not epoch--in that time frame!
Note: the lead-in quote of Voltaire, from p. 1, plus a couple of pertinent paragraphs, textual explanations, below:
_____________________________
*Pax Romana is our very own America, the Land of the Free and Home of the Brave, which is a
contradiction in itself, in view of the historical progress in the history of Modern Man, because “modern Man” is not
necessarily ‘American’, period! Modeled on the Roman empire framework, borrowed from Alexander the Great, who lived
and’ empired c. 300 BC, the famous Macedonian general, whom the Greeks (the contemporary Greeks and Greek nationstate, which he formed with his father, King Phillip II of Macedonia, 337/38 BC), claim as their very own, while the
motivated general, to avenge his Macedonian father, impaled the Greeks, wholesale, on stakes and nailed to the Cross,
honestly, in those BC days, before 330 BC. I have recently finished a major historical work on Alexander III of Macedonia,
who was not Greek, while the last original Greeks died out at the end of the 8th century AD, 1200 years ago. The
contemporary Greeks in genetic origin were not the classical Greeks we worship culturally, but Turkish slaves from
around the Mediterranean Orbis. The same goes for the contemporary Turks of modern Turkey; the last original Turk died
240 years ago, these modern Turks are also Turkish slaves, with not an iota of genetic Turkish blood in their veins, period!

The Containment Doctrine and the "Iron Curtain" charge "raised across Central Europe"; the concept was
clichéd by Winston Churchill's speech, Sinews of Peace, delivered at Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri on March 5, 1946. The British PM was at the college to receive an honorary degree, and used the
opportunity to describe the demarcation line of occupied continental Europe divided between Western
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powers and the Soviet Union; the Russians left Eastern and Central Europe, initially occupied, but we the
American conquistadors remained, still occupying almost all of the countries we freed from the Germans,
stationing considerable contingents of troops on their soil at their national cost, cleverly but surely advancing
the dominance plans of Washington on the continent of Europe.
Fig. 2. Ferris Barracks Memorial to the Soldiers of the Erlangen Brigade from 1945-1991 Dedication stone (left) posted in Germany, ironically reminds burnished in stone, that we Americans are perennially at
war, occupying any nation we can by stationed troops on its soil, to
guarantee domination of that country, including directly spying on its
neighbors if such countries are not allied and part of the perfidious
American hegemony, globalization, integration and prevailing dominance cavalcade for final takeover of global worldwide meridians. Our
Armed Forces on active duty and in paramilitary formations are listed
accumulatively at almost 3 million men de facto in uniform.

As of 31 December 2011, U.S. Armed Forces were stationed in
150 countries abroad, 196,248 on active duty, mostly in combat
zones. Some of the largest contingents are in Afghanistan, 102,20; the 53,526 in Germany; the 35,688 in
Japan (USFJ); the 28,500 in Republic of Korea (USFK); the 9,660 in Italy; and the 9,015 in the United
Kingdom respectively. These numbers change frequently due to the regular recall and deployment of units,
correcting the professional worthiness, composition and surveillance upgrade in the changing high-tech
military environment of innovations and requirements.
Altogether, 77,917 military personnel are located in Europe, 141 in the former Soviet Union (by agreement),
47,236 in East Asia and the Pacific, 3,362 in North Africa, the Near East, and South Asia, 1,355 in subSaharan Africa and 1,941 in the Western Hemisphere excluding the United States itself, which lists c. 3 million. The host countries, which were occupied in WW-II, or thereafter such as South Korea, those countries
pay the cost of the stationed American troops, which is not a small burden, with Germany at the head of the
list, bitterly complaining for such continued burden, despite the NATO allied nation, including Italy, etc.
By the way, 52,000 Americans are still fighting in the supposedly pacified Iraq, and on down the line with our
soldiery stationed in 887 military installations abroad, with another 1,000 military reservations in-tact, ever
since WW-II, in stateside America… Also, there are 400 American MAG officers still stationed in our building
occupying Place de la Concorde in Paris, sovereign France… If that’s “democracy,” without any major
enemy in sight, with that many professionals deployed around the world, where in God’s ‘ell is that Free
World we keep promoting every single day by Congress, the President, Secretary of State, Secretary of
Defense, the senior military officers and diplomatic corps officers, in the national and international media,
and in every forum, conference, symposia, college and university classroom at home and abroad?!?!?
Where’s the enemy? “We Have Found the enemy and He Is Us!” - Pogo
Then, Who in God’s Hell are We and, better said, how did we manage to bamboozle the rest of the world to
let us steamroll all over the planetary meridians? Where is the Free World if the Pentagon is occupying the
planetary meridians?
NOW then, it’s pay-time, mark my words, peacefully or through hot conflict…, my last warning! The feudal
Islamists, seems to have taken the warning to task, under their own steam, leading the way, if we can hear
the drums along the Mohawk?… Eight centuries ago the Crusaders lost it to the Islamic Arabs (Saladin),
now We – the American barbarian crusading elite – is facing the same wrath from the same ‘injured’
Islamists with a cause… Mr. Romney can end it, or let the Islamic Brotherhood do it for us much more obtrusively! Honestly, not to quote the Bible, I’m not in that referenced belief lexicon, but a real Armageddon
could still face the Hominid; perhaps the most unique biogenic creation in the history of the Universe, combining both the inanimate and animate (biologic) elements of cosmic progress and a birth of a future Human
and humane Nirvana of the unique Hominid!
Dominance: The USAF mapped the entire planet, including Russia, during WW-II, that is to say we had
every intention of worldwide dominance, after WW-II was over in 1945, hence the premeditated polarization
and Cold War. But for communist Russia befudging the formula – it got in the way of such pervasive plans
of western imperialism, its unique creative act in science & technology was just as innovative as our American prowess in postwar R&D, excelling in anti-aircraft missiles (SAMs), in ICBMs and nuclear attack submarines; the titanium hall deep faring vessels, which ran silent and ran deeper than our leading edge Trident
class nuclear attack boats, the so-called SOSUS hydrophone deployment becoming a laughing stock of
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those long gone Cold War days, when the Russian titanium hull Delta IV class subs were plying underneath
undetected.
Finally, Russia is supporting the Euro currency, in due course rightfully joining its continental brethren, with the militaristic NATO Pact Alliance, departing the continental territory per se, deported
to the other side of the La Manche Channel, to the consternation of the UK-USA ruling elite.
The same fate shall be met by the UN Organization, likewise moving from East River NYC to Geneva CH…
Copyright©2012, Sept. 25; all rights reserved by prof Paul S. Cutter, Old Town – Budva,
MONTENEGRO, Europe.
PS. Perhaps it’s useful to note, how the Japanese financial success declined in the doldrums of the sparring
campaign with Russia over the Kuril Island recovery, of course, refused by the Kremlin over the Nippon
WW-II transgressions in the annexation of Sakhalin Island, cutting-off its gravy-train of unlimited supply of
raw materials from Siberia; now we never hear a word of Japan’s economic success, being only second in
the world behind USA in loan debentures… .


Toynbee's
Lessons
of history:
British historian (1889-1975), whose twelve-volume analysis of the rise and fall of
civilizations, A Study of History, 1934-1961, was a synthesis of world history, a metahistory based on universal rhythms of rise, flowering and decline, which examined history
from a global perspective. One of the leading declinists in the modern annals of "rise and
fall of civilizations," who was never too popular with his own race, the British AngloSaxons, for obvious reasons: overt though highly literate criticism of his own race, the
Germanic Goth from the flatlands of the River Ganges, India.
Arnold J. Toynbee in 1961
Of the twenty-two civilizations that have appeared in history, nineteen of
them collapsed when they reached the moral state the United States is in
now! [1961 AD]

– Arnold Toynbee

NOTE: *Prof. Cutter is an American political scientist (ret.), senior expert in Strategic Studies, who
writes profusely and critically of East-West pathos, Conflict & Resolution, hegemony, globalization and
decline, with specific expertise in long-range forecasting; he lives with his native Russian wife (a painter),
between Siberia (R) and Montenegro (Europe), while maintaining Stateside interests.

By prof. Paul Cutter

IN ADDENDUM:

The five American republics I delineated were:
1. The Constitutional Republic of 1787-1898;
2. The Colonial Republic of 1898-1947;
3. The Imperial Republic of 1947-1972;
+ two years respite to impeach Nixon);
4. The Penal Republic, 1974-1993); and adding later,
5. The Inverted Totalitarianism Republic, 1993-to date, >>>>coined by prof. Sheldon Wolin in his 2,008 historic volume, the year of the financial meltdown, forecast by me back in 1982); the very last organism of the hereto prairie nation-state,
USofA, because it turned down confederacy for a moribund federal union, which will break
up in due course into several separate smaller state organisms, of course, legitimized by
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the emerging New World Order, as rump-USA break-offs meet the legal and behavioral,
requirements.
The “Inverted Totalitarianism” cliché of the ol’ Berkeley prof. Wolin (Princeton emeritus, still alive
and going at 90 years of age), I knocked on the same doors, but not the cliché itself, see the
essay Power Politics replete on my website: www.profpaulcutter.com
Copyright©24 June 2008, by prof. PSCutter, Old Town – Budva, Montenegro, Europe.

Apotheosis of American Warfare
In the name of democracy…

Photo credit: Steve McCurry

1991 Gulf War by Bush, Sr. and ‘inveigled’ allies, with Iraqi forces retreating from Kuwait (above
frame) blew up the oil wells so that the American-British invasion would fail in conquest of the country…
It worked, eh! But the 2003 War by his son, Bush, Jr. finally succeeded, but it took almost a decade to complete
the mission! At a cost of 2 million refugees, some 5,000 professional American troopers and, no one knows many
killed and crippled innocent Iraqi population including the head of the sovereign nation-state, formed over 5 millennia
ago while poor ol’ Saddam Hussein, the head of state, falsely charged with WMD, while he didn’t even have a slingshot
much less nuclear bombs, was captured and hanged to death by the by the signature of two Gothic heads of state, Tony
Blair and George Bush, Jr. Now, Iran is on the same menu, what remains is how and when? Will the other six (6) major
Multipolar World nations stand aside and watch another pointless, wisdomless, deviant and aggressive hegemonistic
Yankee-Limey charade repeat? I don’t think so, sanctions and isolation will follow, irrevocably, mark my word!!
Otherwise, it will be a War of the Worlds, the Arabs and Islam will not give up the ship, following in Saladin’s
footsteps 8 centuries ago… They will win, while global meridians might the real loser this time!
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PPS. Niels Bohr, the famous Danish nuclear physicist, postwar campaign for an “open world” had given me the idea very early on
in our “deep-sink” operational work traipsing the endless “open spaces” of Siberia and Central Asia, hence the title of my Cold War
trilogy: OPEN SPACES—Conflict and Resolution©2005, when I was engaged with my Kishlak team in the War of the Words, the
deadly ideological and high-tech polarization of East & West, 1961-85., which can be read on my site: www.profpaulcutter.com.

Source: U.S. Military Deployment Interactive Global & Facts, DoD<<< December 2011.
More than 1000 US troops
More than 100 US troops
Use of military facilities

Overseas troops (1950-2010) Source: Vector map from BlankMap-World6, compact.svg by Canuckguy et al. ///graph
ending, right, the year – 2010. Information from US military bases in the world 2007.PNG by Tree Sign… Combined
by Local Profile. . . The continuance and indictment is there of every plan to take over the planetary meridians for 60
years: what else do we professional observers need to illustrate, i.e. why to face the enemy head on…to once and for
all times restore peace and tranquility to the planetary meridians, this pale-blue planet Earth, the only home we have in
the vast Cosmos… Can we do it? I think We can, and we shall do it in a relatively short period of time with or without
the belligerent Anglo-Saxon aggressive, genetically deviant syndrome, Ok folks! Mark my words ! ! !
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